
 

Summarize in not more than 120 words, describing the life in deserts. 
  

As what geographers have estimated, about twenty percent of the earth's surface is occupied 

by deserts. A majority of us view deserts as one unique kind of landscape -- areas with little 

or no rainfalls. 

In actual fact, there are differences between the deserts, though in varying degrees. While it is 

common for laymen like us to see deserts as rocky or covered with gravel or pebbles, there 

are some where large sand dunes inhabit. Despite the fact that rainfall is minimal, 

temperatures do change in deserts, ranging from seasonal ones to daily changes where 

extreme hotness and coldness are experienced in the day and night. 

Unfavorable conditions in the deserts, especially the lack of water, have discouraged many 

living things from inhabiting these landscapes. Nevertheless, there are exceptionally 

surviving ones which through their superb tactics, have managed to live through and are still 

going strong. One such kind is the specialist annual plants which overcome seasonal 

temperature changes with their extremely short, active life cycles. In events of sudden rain, 

the plant seeds pullulate and grow very quickly to make full use of the rain water. Their 

flowers bloom and set seeds that ripen quickly in the hot sun too. Once the water runs dry, the 

mother plant dies, leaving behind the drought-resistant seeds, waiting patiently for the next 

rainy season to arrive. 

The Cacti, a native in American deserts, adapts to the dry surroundings by having unique 

body structures. The plant has swollen stems to help store water that carries it through 

months. By having sharp pines instead of leaves, water loss through respiration is minimized. 

Besides, these pointed pines also help the plant ward off grazing animals, thus enhancing its 

survival period. 

Besides plants, there are also animals with distinct surviving tactics in deserts too. For 

instance, Skinks ( desert lizards ) metabolize stored fats in their bulbous tails, producing 

water to supplement their needs, just like what camels do with the stored food in their humps 

during long journeys through deserts. Antelopes like the addax, have very low water needs 

and hence are able to tolerate the conditions in deserts, extracting moisture from the food they 

eat. 

Finally, there are the sandgrouses ( desert birds ) which do not have special features to 

overcome the drought-like nature in deserts. Hence, to survive in these hot, dry deserts, they 

need to spend a large part of their time flying in search of waterholes. 

  

      

gravel   Small pieces of rocks and stones 

      

pullulate   to have just enough money to pay for the things that you need 

      

bulbous   like a bulb 
 

 

 



Summarize in not more than 120 words, the various communicative methods 

practiced by animals in the wild. 
  

Communication is part of our everyday life. We greet one another, smile or frown, depending 

on our moods. Animals too, communicate, much to our surprise. Just like us, interaction 

among animals can be both verbal or non-verbal. 

Singing is one way in which animals can interact with one another. Male blackbirds often use 

their melodious songs to catch the attention of the females. These songs are usually rich in 

notes variation, encoding various kinds of messages. Songs are also used to warn and keep 

off other blackbirds from their territory, usually a place where they dwell and reproduce. 

Large mammals in the oceans sing too, according to adventurous sailors. Enormous whales 

groan and grunt while smaller dolphins and porpoises produce pings, whistles and clicks. 

These sounds are surprisingly received by other mates as far as several hundred kilometers 

away. 

Besides singing, body language also forms a large part of animals' communication tactics. 

Dominant hyenas exhibit their power by raising the fur hackles on their necks and shoulders, 

while the submissive ones normally "surrender" to the powerful parties by crouching their 

heads low and curling their lips a little, revealing their teeth in friendly smiles. 

Colors, which are most conspicuously found on animals are also important means of 

interaction among animals. Male birds of paradise, which have the most gaudy colored 

feathers often hang themselves upside down from branches, among fluffing plumes, 

displaying proudly their feathers, attracting the opposite sex. 

The alternating black and white striped coats of zebras have their roles to play too. Each 

zebra is born with a unique set of stripes which enables its mates to recognize them. When 

grazing safely, their stripes are all lined up neatly so that none of them loses track of their 

friends. However, when danger such as a hungry lion approaches, the zebras would dart out 

in various directions, making it difficult for the lion to choose his target. 

Insects such as the wasps, armed with poisonous bites or stings, normally have brightly 

painted bodies to remind other predators of their power. Hoverflies and other harmless insects 

also make use of this fact and colored their bodies brightly in attempts to fool their predators 

into thinking that they are as dangerous and harmful as the wasps too. 

  

      

dwell   to live in a particular way 

      

conspicuously   very noticeable and tending to attract attention 

      

gaudy   unpleasantly bright in colour 
 

 

 

 

 



Argumentative essay explained 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5u0jD-hLrF4  

 

NB: CXC suggests spending no more than 30 minutes to answer the persuasive 

essay question on Paper 2 of the English A exam. They also suggest 250 - 300 

words as the length of the persuasive essay.  
1. Write an article to the local newspaper expressing your concern about the high 

rate of traffic accidents in your country. Suggest three measures which would help 

to reduce this high rate of accidents. 

  
2. Write an article for your school magazine about three major problems in your 

school and state how you would solve each one.  

 

3. You are on a committee planning the celebrations to mark the anniversary of your 

school. You have heard that some of your classmates plan to boycott the 

celebrations, and you have been asked to make a speech to persuade them to take 

part. Write out your speech. 

 

 

 

 

Letter/Email 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RPNmvF0NHZA 
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